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About This Game

Super Blue Boy Planet is an unusual little platform game with some quirky graphics.

You have navigate the levels avoiding obstacles and creepy crawlies. You can jump gaps and also jump on monsters, both
destroying them and getting you further in the same move.

Jumping also lets you activate bridges and other objects, something you need to do in order to progress.

- Gamepad supported and recommended
- Different enemies

- Level Bosses
- Puzzle elements

- Easy to play
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Absolutely fantastic TD. Best one I've played in a long, long time. Cannot recommend enough if you even have a passing
interest in TD games.. Way too laggy.. What to say about this apawling excuse for a "heavy goods" engine. Slips more then a
cracked up squirrel on ice. Can't not handle 1000 ton trains like the real one can. No head code selection at all. sounds are
horrid. No BR green livery or a mention of Evening Star. Even the model is flawed to the point where the tender body and
chassis will become 2 separate objects not to mention the valve rods are set too low so they poke through the bottom. I can go
on and on but the main point is just avoid this complete disgrace of an engine which does nothing to show the true power of the
real machines if you want an amazing heavy goods engine I highly recomend the USATC S160.. The big dealbreaker for this
game is that half the time the rhythm game element just flat out does not work. Like, "doesn't sync up properly to the music
rendering the game nearly unplayable" doesn't work. There are times it does but those moments are almost exclusively when you
are not doing any platforming, and surprisingly I found this happening even during the boss battles where you'd expect the most
polish.

At the start of the game I was going for all S ranks. I gave up on that by the second boss at which point the game had become
completely unreasonable and a lot of the faults with the rhythm game element had started to show. But that's also the point
where the level design became genuinely kind of bad, the boss has you attacking to spawn platforms and making basically any
failure an instadeath. That's one thing. The health system in this game is rendered nearly useless when 90% of the time you're
just going to be instakilled by a laser or fall into a pit and die. Why even bother, life regenerates really quickly normally
anyways. But yeah the game did not really improve from there.

It's also fairly short - completing the normal ending took under three hours for me, including a lot of replaying earlier levels for
S-ranks, and going out of my way to find the bonus levels and play those too. And the extra ending didn't take even an hour on
top of that. For a $15 game I don't feel I would've gotten my money's worth but fortunately I got this fairly cheap. Still.

The game never really develops its platforming much and most of the game is focused on the combat, which is incidentally the
broken part of the game. So yeah. Woops. There's some real frustration in the later levels where the attacks and the music are
just slightly out of sync so that something that should become mindless as soon as you see the notes instead becomes another
thing you have to keep track of.

And there's so much visual clutter in this game that it's way harder to keep track of things than it should be. The constant neon
effects are one thing but the way everything changes color when you build up a combo or are at low health just makes it all that
much more difficult to keep track of stuff, especially when you're trying to platform, attack, and dodge instakill lasers all at the
same time. This gets especilaly bad in the later boss fights and most of the extra world but it can stll be a problem before that.
The visual style looks decent at first sure but it's very unchanging and eventually rather monotonous to look at.

The soundtrack is also, to my ears, hot garbage, but I am admittedly not a big electronic music fan. It just feels... really samey &
rather basic. A lot of the same synth tones, usually a basic beat and bassline with a different melody overlaid on top of it. There
are some moments, usually during the climactic moments of a boss battle, where I can kind of get into it but for the most part I
find it pretty generic and forgettable and often borderline obnoxious.

So uh yeah. What do I like about this game then? Well, the concept itself is actually really good, but the execution itself is just
not there in so many ways. And it's a shame too, this did look pretty neat but I didn't enjoy my time with it past a certain point
and definitely won't be bothered to complete all the remaining achievements, especially considering how difficult some of the
later ones are. Entire game without dying? Yeah no. Speedrunning? No sir. Getting every level perfect at 1.5 speed? Jesus christ,
no. I don't think these achievements are necessarily bad to have on their own but with how little the game functions at its core
it's insanity to be expecting this level of perfection from the player, when the game does not give it in return.. I absolutely
adored this game. The art style is unique and lovely, and the gameplay offers a really awesome puzzle-solving experience from
start to finish. I was captivated the entire time and only wish that the main story was longer. But fret not, for there is still
boatloads of content, especially if you are the type of gamer that loves to explore the environment and look in every nook and
cranny to see what there is to see. There are plenty of things to do and tidbits to figure out that have nothing to do with the main
story itself, so you can definitely keep busy! You have to be the type of person that enjoys learning and "detective work",
though. (I myself filled up like 30 pages of a notebook with information I gathered along the way as it helped me learn how the
in-game coding language worked and whatnot!) Every "ah-hah!" and eureka moment I had whenever I discovered something
new was a really satisfying feeling. :). I have always wanted to visit Chernobyl, but I couldn't. Chernobyl VR Project made it
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possible for me. Except of giving me great fun it has also an education value. The biggest expression made on me pleaces which
can be easly explored. It is exactly how I imagin using of VR- traveling and education.. If you like crafting and building then
this is the game for you! Try it you WILL love it!. I know it's a cheap game, but i would really like some better AI.. I really like
this game. Its some sort of pacman, but it has horror details. This game is very creative and I can't wait for 3rd chapter! I think
this game is going to be one of my favorite horrors! Also, this game is really hard, so be prepared! 10\/10!
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really good game (: gamehouse did that. the plot was rlly entertaining and this game is just overall lovely. it has such lovable
characters and it's incredibly fun to play. it's also really addictive and getting all the achievements was easy. 10\/10 would play
again and recommend <3. Very sweet, gentle, and fun puzzle game. It looks minimal, but it gets very, very addicting.
Reccomended.. It was 74p and I had money left over. Get it on sale, and it's nothing.. lt;< ITS TIME . >>

<< if u r fan this series buy it now play it NOW! >>

<< 10/10 Full Price WORTH IT >>

<< Cut the chatter! >>. A strange game that will put you in an awkward position - as an invalid on a wheelchair. The game tells
about the difficulties that people overcome every day, teaches treating disabled people as ordinary people. The game throws you
into the most unusual places, each level as a new challenge. Willy-nilly, you think that the most ordinary things - it seems not so
simple when you are on a wheelchair.
Love that experience.. There are two "endings" and i played this game twice because i thought i picked the wrong ending. I did
not, this game just ends in an unsatisfying way. If you're creating a game which relies heavily on story to entertain the player
than the characters have to be relatable or the story engaging. This game was niether. The story is both scattered and shallow,
and the characters are uninteresting and flat. Had good potential but was a let down in the end.

On the positive side the music was great.
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